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【Abstract】Background and objective  Locally advanced lung cancer includes III A and III B lung cancer that tumors are localized within the chest and with no clinic and pathologic distal metastasis. In this study the results of extended resection of a portion of heart or great vessels with cardiopulmonary bypass was summarized in the treatment of locally advanced lung cancer. Methods  Lobectomy or pneumonectomy combined with extended partial excision of the heart or great vessels were carried out in 10 patients with locally advanced lung cancer. The operations included aortic resection and reconstruction with left heart bypass in 2 cases, extended resection of left atrium with normal cardiopulmonary bypass in 5 cases, and resection and reconstruction of superior vena cava in 3 cases respectively. Results  The patients had no operative complication except for one haemotherax, which was controlled by re-exploration. One patient died of brain metastasis 6 months after operation and another one died of multiple metastasis 26 months after operation. The others were alive. Conclusion  CPB is a safe and effective anesthetic procedure during extended resection of locally advanced lung cancer although it is controversial for aggravating operative trauma, complex technique and high cost.
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Conference overview
This conference is designed to update practicing oncologists and thoracic surgeons both in China and worldwide on recent advances in the management of lung cancer, including those advances reported at the 42nd Annual Meeting of the American Society of Clinical Oncology held in Atlanta, GA, USA, in June 2006. The conference will detail current data on the use of targeted agents to treat non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Updates on chemotherapy regimens for both early-stage and advanced NSCLC will be presented. Unique approaches and challenges to treating lung cancer in China and the rest of Asia will also be discussed as well as the integration of lung cancer research between China and other parts of the world. Each session will include ample time for questions and answers for the audience and the presenting faculty.
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